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Abstract
The BPEL language is currently the primary candidate for standardising Web Services orchestration. BPEL specifications
are meant to be run by BPEL orchestration engines, which are therefore crucial components of today’s business-to-business
infrastructures, carrying the burden of dynamically composing existing services.
In this paper, we present the design of a BPEL orchestration engine based on a multi-agent system: while the basic BPEL
activities are autonomously executed by agents, workflow aspects are realised by the mediation of ReSpecT tuple centres, a
coordination model extending LINDA with the ability of declaratively programming the tuple space behaviour.
Our architecture separates the interaction, correlation, and workflow concerns into clearly identified tiers. In particular, we
identify the workflow tier as the one encapsulating the core and most critical behaviour of the engine: due to its intrinsic complexity,
we tackle its design formally. We introduce a core algebraic language of BPEL dealing with its workflow-related aspects, and
provide it with a semantics based on a mapping into a net specification, modelling the dependencies between the activities to be
executed by the engine. This mapping plays the role of a formal design, since it directly leads to an implementation of the workflow
tier in the orchestration engine.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Studying Web Services orchestration theory and practice is currently a hot research topic: while accessing a single
Web Service via the appropriate standard protocols is quite straightforward, suitably coordinating multiple Web
Services so as to build a composite, workflow-like service with a known semantics is a fairly more complex issue
[1]. In this context, the BPEL language (Business Process Execution Language) [2] is deserving increasing attention,
as it is becoming the de facto standard for the specification of business processes composing, namely orchestrating,
existing and third-partyWeb Services. BPEL is an XML-based language used to specify the behaviour of an interactive
process: this is then interpreted by a BPEL orchestration engine, the component in charge of implementing such
behaviour and making it available through a Web Service.
Due to its particular application domain, the BPEL language provides the designer with a heterogeneous set of
features, including e.g. basic workflow patterns [3] expressed in a process-algebraic fashion, imperative constructs
such as cycles and variables, and business-related mechanisms known as correlation and compensation. Defining a
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formal semantics for BPEL is therefore a particularly challenging issue, which has been the target of several research
papers in the recent years—[4–8] to cite some. Apart from supporting analysis, the main goal of such works is to
provide a precise understanding of BPEL’s features, hopefully guiding us towards provably correct implementations
of BPEL engines.
However, few efforts have been made to really fill the gap between theory and practice. A major problem to be
solved is to find the proper abstraction level in modelling, hiding the many diverse aspects that a BPEL orchestration
engine needs to deal with, such as handling the exchange of SOAP messages, spawning the process instances that
manage each working session, routing incoming messages to the proper process instance, carrying on the workflow of
each process instance, and dealing with faults and events. Accordingly, the goal of this paper is to discuss the design
of a BPEL orchestration engine where a formal semantics is used as the backbone for the implementation.
One of the main difficulties is to find a suitable decomposition of the whole engine architecture, and to identify the
crucial part that is fruitfully amenable to formal treatment. In order to support separation of the overall orchestration
task into different subtasks—to be executed by concurrent, possibly distributed and loosely coupled components—
we rely on multi-agent systems engineering [9]. Multi-agent systems introduce an engineering approach which is
particularly suitable for complex and distributed systems, and is rather different from traditional approaches based on
the object-oriented and component-oriented paradigms. In this approach, the overall system behaviour is divided into
subtasks, each assigned to a different software agent in charge of executing it autonomously and proactively: agents
encapsulate the competence for executing the task they are assigned to, interacting with the environment to exploit
the available services. Following [10] and [11], where the agent approach is applied to implement workflow-related
functionalities, we see this environment as populated by artifacts [12] enacting some coordination mechanism—such
as LINDA tuple spaces [13], Reo connectors [14], LIME mobile spaces [15]. In particular, in this paper we consider
multi-agent systems where artifacts are ReSpecT tuple centres, namely, tuple spaces whose coordination laws can be
programmed in a declarative, logic-oriented style via the ReSpecT language [16].
According to [10], we identify the workflow aspects of BPEL as those requiring a formal treatment, and hence start
in Section 2 with the definition of a core, process-algebraic language of BPEL, abstracting away from both its XML-
based syntax and the many aspects which do not necessarily concern workflow—i.e. scopes, events, correlation, and
compensation. Then, in Section 3 we introduce a formal semantics for the above core language. Rather than adopting
a standard operational semantics approach, we provide a translation to a net semantics specifically built to handle
workflow aspects. Consequently, Section 4 shows how this semantics allows for a one-to-one implementation over the
ReSpecT tuple centre model. The workflow carried on by a process instance of the orchestrator is realised through
one tuple centre encapsulating the workflow state and rules, and a number of worker agents interacting with it that
realise the basic, atomic BPEL activities. Finally, in Section 5, we complete the picture of the multiagent system
architecture by describing its three tiers: the interaction tier, taking care of the SOAP messages exchange with the
orchestrated services; the correlation tier, charged with spawning the required process instances and routing messages
towards them; and the workflow tier, where the workflow of each process instance is carried on by a tuple centre and
a group of worker agents. Section 6 provides final remarks.
2. BPEL orchestration
In this section, we start by briefly discussing the main motivations and features of the BPEL orchestration language
initiative. It is worth noting that BPEL is a significantly large language, whose specification document is several
hundreds of pages long [2]—roughly comparable e.g. to that of the Java Programming Language [17]. Therefore,
providing a full description of all the features of BPEL is necessarily out of the scope of this paper.
Rather, we introduce a core language whose formal syntax and semantics model a significant fragment of BPEL.
Inspired by other works such as [4,7,8,18], the proposed language is a process algebra in the style of CCS [19], aiming
to model a significantly wide set of BPEL constructs. This language is meant to be used as a basis for conceiving a
core design for the orchestration engine. Later on (Section 5), we will discuss the overall engine architecture, showing
how the aspects not considered in the core language actually fit the general picture.
2.1. BPEL basics
The concept of orchestration is rooted on existing infrastructures for application integration, typically used to
automate business processes and integrate various legacy components [20]: in these systems, a centrally-controlled
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set of workflow logics is developed to facilitate interoperability among applications. A common implementation of
orchestration is a central engine interfacing multiple external participants: this solution makes it possible to merge
large business processes without re-developing the solutions that originally automated the individual processes, thus
making maintenance easier.
The Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL), also known as BPEL, is a primary industry
specification that standardises orchestration in the context of Web Services. The BPEL Orchestration leverages the
intrinsic interoperability provided by Web Services, conceiving orchestration itself as a service, specified in terms of
a high level language and implemented through an engine.
More in detail, BPEL is an XML-based specification language for describing business processes, built on top
of the WSDL language for describing the interface of Web Services [21]. A Web Service interface is specified in
terms of port types, operations, and messages—which, e.g. in an object-oriented setting, would roughly correspond
to the interface types, the method names, and the method types, respectively. In the BPEL case, port types are lists of
operations, which can be either one-way or request-response—depending on whether they are asynchronous or not.1
The content of a message is an XML data record.
On top of a WSDL document describing the above “boundary” aspects, a BPEL specification provides information
on the internal orchestration process of the Web Service. More precisely, a BPEL specification is composed of four
declaration parts: the partner link types, the variables, the correlation sets, and the activity.
• Partner link types—Partner link types define the possible categories of partner links, which are abstract references
to the Web Services orchestrated by the engine: a business process can access other services only through a partner
link, which is bound to an actual Web Service address either at deployment-time or dynamically at run-time. In
this way, it is easy to express dynamic interconnecting structures—a feature particularly suited to scenarios where
e.g. pools of Web Services are dynamically bound/unbound to a business process in an orthogonal way, based on
load-balancing policies.
• Variables—BPEL also defines variables, which can carry XML data values and messages, and are used to support
the stateful character of orchestration processes. In particular, such variables store the content of sent and received
messages, the results of partial computations, and any other information required during orchestration.
• Correlation sets — The global task of an orchestration process is divided into different stateful sessions called
process instances, each holding its own information about the conversation, stored in suitable variables. The
existence of different process instances raises the problem of correctly routing the incoming messages to the
proper instance, and of providing an identity to each process instance in a declarative way. This is achieved by
the mechanism of correlation sets. Correlation sets are sets of late-bound constants called properties, which store
sorts of session identifiers: each process instance is uniquely identified inside the whole orchestration process by
the values assumed by such properties. The correlation mechanism is based on the idea of aliasing a property with
one (or more) part(s) of a message to be sent or received. The value of the property is guaranteed to match the actual
content of the message: for instance, when an incoming message contains an alias to a property p, its content c is
checked and used to dispatch the message to the proper process instance—namely, the one having c as its value for
the property p.
• Activities—Activities describe the behaviour of the business processes, and are generally built by composing basic
activities into structured activities. Basic activities include the acts of sending and receiving requests and replies
(invoke, receive, reply), variable assignments (assign), synchronisations of internal concurrent activities
through private links (source and target), waiting for a timeout (wait), and terminating the process instance
(terminate). Structured activities realise sequential compositions (sequence), guarded choices (pick), parallel
compositions (flow), iteration cycles (while), and multiple cases (switch). According to [3], a structured activity
can be generally understood as a workflow, whose basic activities are the tasks to be executed.
In order to scale up with the complexity of specifications, and provide an encapsulation abstraction for different
event kinds, the activity of an orchestration process can be split in different ways. First, a basic activity can take the
form of a scope, that is, a separately-defined subprocess with its own main activity, variables and correlation sets: this
1 The WSDL standard provides further operation kinds, such as solicit-response and notification, but these are not supported by BPEL and
therefore are of no interest in the context of this paper.
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s ::= receive(p, v) | invoke(p, v) Message reception and sending
| assign(v, e) Variable assignment
| time(i) Delay
| source(λ) Link source
| target[e](λ1| . . . |λ j ) Links target
| throw( f ) Throwing fault
| scope(σ ) Scope execution
op ::= seq | flow Composition operators
S ::= s Simple activity
| op(S1, . . . , S j ) Composition
| pick(s1; S1, . . . s j ; S j ) Pick
| while(e, S) While
| switch(e1 : S1, . . . , e j : S j ) Switch
Fig. 1. Algebraic syntax of BPEL activities.
mechanism recursively allows for dividing a process into different modules. A BPEL specification can also define
fault handlers, i.e. subprocesses similar to scopes, triggered either by an explicit throw statement, or automatically
when an activity fails. Analogously, compensation handlers (triggered by the compensate statement) support the
long-running transaction feature [6], while event handlers are executed when exception messages are received or
timeouts occur.
2.2. A core language for BPEL activities
As a preliminary step towards precisely understanding (and then designing) a BPEL engine, we define a core
language aimed at formally capturing the key aspects of BPEL; as it is commonly found in several works (e.g. [7,4,
8,18]), we express such a language in a process-algebraic style. Since the key features of a BPEL engine are mainly
related to the handling of the workflow aspects, we focus on the causal constraints among basic activities. So, rather
than listing the several kinds of basic activities, we concentrate on modelling the structured activities. While it would
be possible to expand the language so as to capture further features, our goal is to achieve a satisfactory trade-off
between simplicity and expressiveness. So, we intentionally ignore other aspects (such as faults, events, correlations,
compensations, etc.) which are not directly related to the activity semantics—such aspects are treated in an orthogonal
way at the design (and subsequent implementation) level, thanks to the uncoupling properties ofReSpecT tuple centre
model.
In the following, we let meta-variables i, j range over natural numbers, σ over scope names, f over fault names, λ
over private link names, v over variables, p over partner links, and e over expressions (the actual syntax of expressions
is of no interest in our model).
The syntax of the core language is depicted in Fig. 1. The meta-variable s represents simple activities, which can be
of different kinds. Activities receive(p, v) and invoke(p, v)model the acts of receiving/sending a message: variable p
represents the endpoint of communication, while variable v represents the content of the message, that is, the variable
where the message is stored—either after the message is received or before the message is sent.2 Activity assign(v, e)
represents the assignment to variable v of the result of evaluating e. Activities source(λ) and target[e](λ1| . . . |λ j )
are used to let different concurrent subprocesses synchronise through a private link λ. Links are considered as 1-to-
1 channels—a link has one source and one target. A source activity source(λ) is always successfully executed. On
the other hand, a target activity target[e](λ1| . . . |λ j ) is executed when the sources for links λ1, . . . , λ j have all been
executed: accordingly, the execution of the target proceeds and is successful only if boolean expression e—called in
BPEL a join condition—is positively evaluated.3 Finally, time(i) is used to wait for a timeout of i time-units to expire,
2 Though in BPEL sending a message could be specified either with a reply or an invoke, this difference is not considered here, so they are
both modelled in terms of an invoke.
3 The similar mechanism of transition conditions in sources is not included in our model, since it can be formalised in terms of an assignment
executed before the source is executed.
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receive(customer,msg_shipRequest);
assign(v_itemsShipped,e(0));
while( k(msg_shipRequest.itemsTotal>v_itemsShipped),
invoke(storeService,msg_shipRequest);
receive(storeService,msg_shipResponse);
switch(
e(msg_shipResponse.shipComplete):
invoke(customer,msg_shipResponse);
assign(v_itemsShipped,
e(v_itemsShipped +
msg_shipResponse.itemsShipped));
e(not(msg_shipResponse.shipComplete)):
throw(shippingError)
)
)
Fig. 2. Example specification in the BPEL core language.
throw( f ) represents the execution of the fault handler associated to e, and scope(σ ) represents the execution of the
scope whose identifier is σ .
In turn, the meta-variable S represents structured activities, here called processes: they are obtained by recursively
combining other activities by means of sequential (seq) composition, parallel (flow) composition, (prefixed) exclusive
choice (pick), and imperative while and switch constructs. The following well-formedness properties are also assumed
to hold:
• each link name λ is used once in a source and once in a target; moreover, both source and target occur in different
branches of the same flow construct;
• as discussed in [2], activities s1, . . . , s j in a pick(s1; S1, . . . s j ; S j ) statement are all either of type receive, or of
type time;
• in a switch construct, expressions e1, . . . , e j are subject to disjunctive boolean evaluation—i.e., only one can be
evaluated to true at a given time.
2.3. Example
As a reference case study, we shall consider the shipping service described in the official BPEL specification
document [2] (Section 16.1). However, this example actually describes an abstract process, that is, the protocol of
interactions between customers and the orchestration process, where interactions with back-end services are abstracted
away. Hence, we specialise this example to an actual executable process orchestrating customers and shipping servers.
In spite of its simplicity, this example covers most of the language features we are interested in, including several basic
activities and structured activities.
So, let us consider aWeb Service handling the shipment of customers’ orders: both customers and shipping services
are modelled as Web Services. Orders can contain multiple items: if some are not available, the shipping service
could decide to ship only a subset of them. In such a case, the business process must invoke the shipping service
multiple times, until all items have been shipped—taking care to send each time a notice back to the customer. If a
single shipment cannot be completed, the whole process is supposed to abort, throwing a fault. The corresponding
specification in our language is shown in Fig. 2. Variable names start with a “v” or “msg” depending whether they
store local data or messages, while mathematical and logical expressions are wrapped into a construct e().
First, the request message shipRequest is received from customer, and the itemsShipped variable is set to
0. While the itemsTotal field of shipRequest is greater than itemsShipped, message shipRequest is sent to
storeService. If the shipResponse reply is completed (shipComplete part), the shipResponse is sent as a
notice to customer, and variable itemsShipped is correspondingly updated: otherwise, the shippingError fault
is thrown.
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t ::= s | τ Tasks
τ ::= M | O | ♦k Tags
n,m ::= x[t, i] Nodes
γ ::=  | ◦ Arc kinds
a ::= x[γ ]y Arcs
G, F, H := 0 | a | n | (G | G) Graphs
M, N ::= 0 | a | n | n | n | (M | N ) Markings
Fig. 3. BPN syntax.
3. Semantics
In the previous section, the syntax of a fragment of BPEL has been formalised in terms of a core calculus, where
an activity is expressed as a process algebra term. However, in the path towards the design of a BPEL engine, it is
not advisable to represent the state of a process instance at a given time in this way: rather, it is more convenient to
translate such a high-level description into a more manageable representation. So, instead of providing an operational
semantics in the usual way, we provide a translation of this core language into a net notation that we call business
process net (BPN)—a BPEL-specific net in the style of Petri nets. An operational semantics is then defined over BPN.
As suggested by [22] and [23], translating a term semantics into a net semantics is meant to help moving an abstract
specification into a model which is closer to implementation.
This is the main reason for introducing BPN instead of other models for BPEL such as [24,25] (and the
others already mentioned): as developed in next section, BPN is shown to directly lead to an implementation
based on ReSpecT tuple centres, thus providing a smooth transition from the abstract specification to a possible
implementation.
3.1. BPN
The basic idea of our approach is to define a mapping between an activity S and a graph structure G: the evolution
of S due to the execution of its sub-activities is tracked by the evolution of a marking M , representing an annotation
of G. Both G and M are defined in a process-algebraic style as well—mainly for simplicity of treatment—adopting
the syntax in Fig. 3.
In the following, meta-variables x, y, z, w range over unique node identifiers: we write fresh(x) as a notation to
generate a new identifier x , and abuse it by writing fresh(x1, . . . , xn) to generate further identifiers.
A node n is of the kind x[t, i]. Term x is its (unique) identifier. Term t is the task associated with this node, which
can be either a simple activity s or a tag τ : a tag can itself be a start tag M (construct start), an end tag O (construct
end), or a condition tag ♦k (condition evaluation), where k is an expression returning a Boolean. Term i is a natural
number called activation level, representing the number of incoming arcs that should produce a “stimulus” for the
current node to be activated: this value is optional, defaulting to 1.
An arc a is of the kind x[γ ]y, where x and y are the identifiers of its source and target nodes, and γ is the arc kind:
if this is , the arc is called a firing arc, modelling causal connections induced by the structure of activities; if this is
◦ the arc is called a cancelling arc, modelling possible cancellation semantics due to an exclusive choice in the pick
construct. Again, sub-term γ is optional, and defaults to , so that by xy we actually mean x[]y.
A graph G is obtained by the parallel composition of nodes and arcs: parallel composition operator | is always
assumed to be commutative, associative, and to absorb the term 0.
As a simple example, let us consider the process seq(s1, s2, s3), which represents the sequential composition of
basic activities s1, s2, and s3. Fig. 4 reports a pictorial representation of the corresponding net, which includes nodes
for an initial start tag, the sequence of s1, s2 and s3, and finally an end tag. Each node is labelled with a node identifier
such as x, x1, . . . , y. This net is represented in BPN by the following term:
x[M] | xx1 | x1[s1] | x1x2 | x2[s2] | x2x3 | x3[s3] | x3y | y[O]
featuring the parallel composition of nodes and arcs.
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Fig. 4. BPN: Example of pictorial representation.
For simplicity, henceforth we will show BPN examples in terms of their pictorial representations, since each graph
is equivalent to the corresponding formal term—we sometime omit labels in these pictures for the sake of simplicity.
Also, we indicate the node activation level inside the node circle, omitting it in case it defaults to 1.
A marking M represents the state of a net at a given execution time: it includes a static, immutable part, which is
the graph itself, and a dynamic part made of node annotations called tokens. More precisely, given a node n = x[t, i],
firing tokens for n are ranged over by metavariable n, whose syntax is of the kind x[t, j]: the occurrence of one such
token in M means that n’s task is not ready to be executed yet, and that n has received j ( j ≤ i) activation stimuli
so far— j is called the token level. Analogously, n is an activation token for n and is of kind x[t, i], meaning that the
task in n is currently being executed—in this case, the token level is always equal to the node activation level. The
life-cycle of a token is hence as follows. It first starts as an initialised firing token x[t, 0]. Then, each time a node
that connects to x through an arc is executed, a stimulus is fired that causes the token level to increase. When this
level reaches the activation level of x , the token turns into an activation token x[t, i]. At that point, activity t can be
executed, and upon completion the token goes back to x[t, 0].
Since terms of the kind G are basically multi-sets of nodes and arcs, we will exploit set operators such as ∈, /∈,
etc., for writing expressions like n ∈ G, n /∈ G, and G ⊆ H , with obvious meaning; and the same for markings.
3.2. Mapping BPEL services into BPN
In this section, we formally define how to map services onto BPN nets. A service S is translated by operator |.|
into a term JxKJyKG, where G is the graph obtained by the mapping, and x and y are its starting and ending node
identifiers—namely, the (only) nodes of G with no incoming/outgoing arcs, respectively. This mapping is recursively
defined by the rules in Fig. 5.
In rule [FLW], the unary operator ⊗ over graphs is applied to the parallel composition of branches of a flow
construct, and is used to create the necessary arcs to connect the nodes modelling source and target links. ⊗G is
defined as the smallest (in the sense of multiset inclusion) super(multi)set of G such that if a corresponding source
and target link activities occur, then also an arc between them occurs, that is:
⊗G , min{H ⊇ G : (x[source(λ), 1] | y[target[k](λ| . . .), i]) ⊆ H ⇒ xy ∈ H}.
Considering as pictorial representations the examples shown in Fig. 6, the behaviour of the rules of Fig. 5 can
be described as follows. Rules [ACT] and [TRG] map a single basic activity s into a new node with a fresh name
x : while rule [ACT] always sets the activation level to 1, rule [TRG] handles the case of a target link activity
target[k](λ1| . . . |λi ), and sets the activation level to i—since all its i source links must first be executed. Rule [WRP]
handles the cases seq(S1) and flow(S1): it builds a start tag (M) node and an end tag (O) node, which wrap the graph
H obtained by applying the mapping to S1. Rule [SEQ] handles sequential composition in the general case: after
building the graph H for the first process S1 in the sequential composition, it composes its starting node x ′ and ending
node y′ with the remainder of the graph, which is obtained recursively. Rule [FLOW] has a similar structure, with the
following variants (see Fig. 6(d)): (i) it creates parallel branches instead of a sequential composition, (ii) the activation
level of the end tag node is incremented by 1 each time a new branch is added, and (iii) arcs between nodes for
source and target links are added by operator ⊗. Rules [PCK1] and [PCK] handle the pick construct: the former rule
deals with the fixpoint case where only one branch exists, provides for recursion; their behaviour is similar to the
flow construct, except that here a cancellation arc is defined for each branch (symbol(), and the activation value of
the end tag node is kept to 1 (see Fig. 6(b)). Rule [WH] handles the while construct creating the structure shown in
Fig. 6(c), while rules [SW1] and [SW] recursively handle the switch construct as shown in Fig. 6(a). For the while
case, for instance, two tag conditions k and ¬k are constructed: the former is followed by the body S, closing the loop,
while the latter provides for loop continuation.
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(s 6= target[k](. . .)) fresh(x)∣∣s∣∣ , JxKJxKx[s, 1] [ACT]
(s = target[k](λ1| . . . |λi−1)) fresh(x)∣∣s∣∣ , JxKJxKx[s, i] [TRG]∣∣S1∣∣ = Jx ′KJy′KH fresh(x, y)∣∣op(S1)∣∣ , JxKJyK(x[M] | y[O] | xx ′ | y′y | H) [WRP]∣∣S1∣∣ = Jx ′KJy′KH ∣∣seq(S2, . . . , Sn)∣∣ = JxKJyK(xz | G)∣∣seq(S1, S2, . . . , Sn)∣∣ , JxKJyK(xx ′ | y′z | G | H) [SEQ]
∣∣S1∣∣ = Jx ′KJy′KH ∣∣flow(S2, . . . , Sn)∣∣ = JxKJyK(y[O, i] | G)∣∣flow(S1, S2, . . . , Sn)∣∣ , JxKJyK(y[O, i+1] | xx ′ | y′y | ⊗ (G | H)) [FLW]
∣∣S1∣∣ = Jx ′KJy′KG ∣∣s1∣∣ = JzKJzKH fresh(x, y)∣∣pick(s1; S1)∣∣ , JxKJyK(x[M] | y[O] | x[◦]z | zx ′ | y′y | G | H) [PCK1]
∣∣S1∣∣ = Jx ′KJy′KH ∣∣s1∣∣ = JzKJzKH ′ ∣∣pick(s2; S2, . . . , sn; Sn)∣∣ = JxKJyKG∣∣pick(s1; S1, s2; S2, . . . , sn; Sn)∣∣ , JxKJyK(x[◦]z | zx ′ | y′y | G | H | H ′) [PCK]
∣∣S∣∣ = Jx ′KJy′KH fresh(x, y, z, w)∣∣while(k, S)∣∣ , JxKJyK(x[M] | y[O] | z[♦k] | w[♦¬k] | xz | zx ′ | xw | wy | y′x | H) [WH]
∣∣S1∣∣ = Jx ′KJy′KH fresh(x, y, z)∣∣switch(k1 : S1)∣∣ , JxKJyK(x[M] | y[O] | z[♦k] | xz | zx ′ | y′y | H) [SW1]
∣∣S1∣∣ = Jx ′KJy′KH ∣∣switch(k2 : S2, . . . , kn : Sn)∣∣ = JxKJyKG fresh(z)∣∣switch(k1 : S1, k2 : S2, . . . , kn : Sn)∣∣ , JxKJyK(z[♦k1] | xz | zx ′ | y′y | G | H) [SW]
Fig. 5. Rules for mapping BPEL services to BPN.
3.3. Operational semantics of BPN
Given a service S, we let I(S) be the initial marking of the BPN net modelling the behaviour of S, defined as
follows:
I(S) , min{H ⊇ G : ∣∣S∣∣ = JxKJyKG and
x[t, i] ∈ G ⇒ x[t, i] ∈ H and
(z[t, i] ∈ G, z 6= x) ⇒ z[t, 0] ∈ H }.
In particular, the marking is obtained from the graph of
∣∣S∣∣ by adding first the firing token x[t, i] to the starting node
x , and then the initialised firing token z[t, 0] for any other node z 6= x . In this way, each node is prepared for future
activation, while x is ready to be activated.
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Fig. 6. BPEL nets: Example graphs for the services: (a) switch(k1 : s1, k2 : s2); (b) pick(s1; sa , s2; sb, s3; sc); (c) while(k, s1); (d) flow(seq(s1,
source(λ), s2), seq(s3, target[k](λ), s4)).
The computational model for BPN is based on the idea that a software component keeps track of the BPN state,
allows external software components—namely agents—to execute the basic activities currently activated, and reports
success or failure. Thus, from the initial state, agents will accept requests for executing simple activities until the
entire BPEL workflow is over, or a fault occurs.
The semantics of the net is hence defined by a labelled transition system 〈M,−→,∆〉, whereM is the set of
markings ranged over by the meta-variable M , −→⊆ M × ∆ ×M as usual, and the set of labels ∆ is defined as
follows:
δ ::=?n | !n | \n.
Label ?n means that an external agent is taking charge of executing n’s task, label !n that the external agent has
successfully executed that task, label \n that the external agent has failed to execute that task. Given a service S and
the initial marking M0 = I(S), interactions δ ∈ ∆ occur according to the transition system semantics until one of two
final states is reached: marking 0 means that the workflow was interrupted by a fault, while a deadlock marking with
no activation token indicates that the workflow completed successfully.
The transition relation −→ is the smallest relation satisfying the rules defined in Fig. 7. According to rule [O-
TODO], when the value of a firing token reaches the activation level i , the interaction ?x[t, i] can occur (i.e., an
agent can start executing task t): accordingly, the firing token turns into the activation token x[t, i]. By rule [O-FAIL],
the failure of a simple activity s is modelled by interaction \x[s, i], which moves the whole marking to state 0. If,
instead, a tag execution fails, by rule [O-SKIP] the activation token x[τ, i] moves back to the firing token x[τ, 0]—
this can actually happen only when a condition k of a tag ♦k evaluates to false. As a task succeeds (i.e., interaction
!x[t, i] occurs), rule [O-TRIG] makes sure that any node y reached through an arc from x is recursively triggered,
incrementing the counter i ′ of the corresponding firing token. Rule [O-CANCEL] performs the cancellation check:
if node x has an incoming cancelling arc from node z, any node y similarly reached by z through a cancelling arc is
to be recursively deactivated (i.e. cancelled), moving its activation token back to the initialised firing token. Finally,
when the two previous cases do not apply, the activation token of x moves to the corresponding initialised firing token
by rule [O-SUCCESS].
4. Implementation
In this section we discuss how the BPN model can be implemented using a coordination technology for multi-
agent systems, namely, ReSpecT tuple centres [26]. As this model is deeply described elsewhere, in Section 4.1 we
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x[t, i] | x[t, i] | M ?x[t,i]−−−→ x[t, i] | x[t, i] | M [O-TODO]
x[s, i] | M \x[s,i]−−−→ 0 [O-FAIL]
x[τ, i] | M \x[τ,i]−−−−→ M | x[τ, 0] [O-SKIP]
x[t, i] | M !x[t,i]−−−→ M ′
x[t, i] | x[γ ]y | y[t ′, i ′] | M !x[t,i]−−−→ x[γ ]y | y[t ′, i ′+1] | M ′
[O-TRIG]
x[t, i] | M !x[t,i]−−−→ M ′
x[t, i] | y[◦]x | y[◦]z | z[t ′, i ′] | M !x[t,i]−−−→ y[◦]x | y[◦]z | z[t ′, 0] | M ′
[O-CANCEL]
(x[γ ]y | y[t ′, i ′]) 6⊆ M (y[◦]x | y[◦]z | y[t ′, i ′]) 6⊆ M
x[t, i] | M !x[t,i]−−−→ x[t, 0] | M
[O-SUCCESS]
Fig. 7. BPN: Operational semantics.
start sketching only the key aspects needed to understand this implementation: more specifically, we describe how
this coordination model can be exploited to implement workflow systems. The reader interested in a more detailed
discussion can refer to [26] for a general overview, [27] for the formal semantics, and [28] for application to multi-
agent coordination in TuCSoN [29]. In Section 4.2, we then show how the BPN model is implemented in ReSpecT.
4.1. ReSpecT tuple centres for workflow
Tuple centres [16] are programmable tuple spaces. Rooted in the archetype LINDA coordination model, tuple
spaces are shared memory abstractions adopting tuples as their basic information items: in turn, a tuple is an ordered
collection of data chunks. Though tuple spaces have been classically exploited to support interaction among processes
in a parallel application, we more generally see them as artifacts of a multi-agent system: an agent perceives the tuple
spaces in its environment and accordingly interacts with them to exploit their services. Three basic primitives are
defined for a tuple space, namely, out, in, rd: out is used to insert a new tuple in the tuple space, in/rd respectively
removes/reads from the tuple space a tuple that matches a given template. Both these primitives feature a possibly-
suspensive semantics, that is, the operation blocks until a matching tuple is found. In many LINDA extensions, non-
suspensive versions are also available (inp and rdp, respectively), which return a failure notice instead of blocking.
Unlike basic tuple spaces, whose behaviour is fixed once and for all, a tuple centre is programmable, i.e. its
behaviour can be tailored to specific application needs by suitably defining a behaviour specification expressed in
some scripting language. So, a tuple centre can be understood as a virtual machine able to execute some kind of
coordination specification.
In particular, tuple centres are programmable, in the sense that the default behaviour of the standard LINDA
primitives can be altered via an event-reaction scheme: each operation on the tuple centre (out, in, rd, inp,
rdp) causes the tuple centre virtual machine to trigger a (possibly void) reactive computation, which might change
the configuration of the tuples in the space. Yet, the agent which performed the operation perceives the whole
computation as a single-state atomic transition of the tuple centre state: so, if the reaction specification language is
Turing-equivalent, virtually any desired behaviour can be embodied in the tuple centre. Though various specification
languages and execution models are conceptually possible, in the remainder of this paper we refer to tuple centres
programmed with the ReSpecT language (Reaction Specification Tuples) [16], as provided by the TuCSoN
technology [29].
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Spec ::= { SpecificationTuple }
SpecificationTuple ::= reaction( Event, ( Body ) ).
Event ::= CommunicationEvent | InternalEvent
CommunicationEvent ::= out(T ) | in(T ) | rd(T )
InternalEvent ::= out r(T ) | in r(T ) | rd r(T )
Body ::= { Goal {, Body } }
Goal ::= out r(T ) | in r(T ) | rd r(T ) | no r(T )
Fig. 8. Syntax of the ReSpecT language core.
In ReSpecT tuple centres, tuples are first-order logic terms, and logic unification is adopted as the tuple-matching
criterion. According to the core syntax shown in Fig. 8, a ReSpecT program is structured as a set of specification
tuples, which are Prolog-like facts each specifying a reaction to a given interaction event. A reaction specification
tuple has a head and a body, and is activated when a communication event matches the head: such events correspond
to communications crossing the tuple centre’s boundary, either because an operation has been requested on the tuple
space, or a matching tuple is being returned to the requesting agent. Accordingly, the body of the reaction—specifying
an atomic computation over the tuple centre—spawns a pending reaction: pending reactions are then picked and
executed in a non-deterministic order. Reaction bodies are composed of a sequence of reaction primitives, basically
aimed at handling the current tuple set: out r inserts a tuple, in r consumes a tuple, rd r reads a tuple, and no r
checks for the absence of a tuple. Therefore, executing a reaction amounts at atomically executing all its inner
primitives in the specified order: if even just a single primitive fails, the whole reaction aborts and its effects are
rolled-back. Since reaction primitives operate on the tuple space, successful reactions can recursively fire new events,
called internal events, which can trigger other reactions in a chain: this mechanism is what makes ReSpecT a Turing-
equivalent language [30].
So, summing up, the tuple centre activity is first started by an external communication event (out, rd, in, rdp,
inp), then proceeds due to internal communication events (out r, rd r, in r, no r) until a fixpoint is reached and
no further pending reactions exist. The final tuple centre state is the new state perceived by the agent that performed
the original operation. This approach naturally suggests that the current set of data tuples can be seen at any time as
the logic theory of the interactions among agents, while the current set of specification tuples can be viewed as the
theory of interaction management—that is, by definition, the theory of system coordination.
ReSpecT tuple centres are the core of the TuCSoN coordination infrastructure for multi-agent systems [28]. In
particular, TuCSoN spreads tuple centres over the network and allows agents to remotely access them in a global,
network-aware fashion.
ReSpecT tuple centres are naturally featured for the design and development of the coordination aspects of
a system. Workflow (and orchestration) engines are exemplar cases, being complex components centralising the
responsibility of the coordination of distributed activities (services) [10]. Tasks are executed by independent agents,
which are typically unaware of the global workflow and just encapsulate the competency for executing one specific
task. As an example, Fig. 9 shows the implementation of a simple scheduler of three activities A, B and C, coordinated
through the join pattern: task C can start only when both tasks A and B have been completed. Agents interact via the
schedule tuple centre: they take charge of a task by performing an in(task todo(TaskName )) operation, and
signal its successful completion through an out(task success(TaskName )) operation. In our example, TaskName
can be taskA, taskB or taskC. The join pattern is encoded by the ReSpecT specification tuples shown in Fig. 9
(bottom): whatever task (A or B) completes first, the insertion of the corresponding task success(Task ) tuple fires
a reaction—the one whose head matches the task. This reaction checks whether the other task success(Task )
tuple has occured: if this is the case the reaction succeeds and the task todo(taskC) tuple is added to the tuple
space, enabling the execution of C by another agent. If, on the other hand, no other task success(Task ) tuple
exists—meaning that the other task is still running and has not completed yet—the reaction simply fails and yields no
effect; task C will then be triggered when the other task completes, according to the same mechanism.
The main advantage of this solution is the ability to separate the execution of basic activities, autonomously
executed by (possibly different) agents, from the core workflow process, which is supported by the tuple centre
according to itsReSpecT program. The advantages of this separation increase as the workflow complexity grows, as it
happens e.g. in large and articulated BPEL business processes. In particular, expressing the coordination specification
as a script in a declarative language, instead of hardwiring it inside an engine’s code, is the key to achieve (possibly
even dynamic) flexibility in the coordination patterns and, therefore, in the management of BPEL workflows.
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Fig. 9. An abstract representation of the schedule tuple centre.
4.2. Implementing BPN in ReSpecT
Based on the above-sketched work on designing workflow engines in ReSpecT [10], we conceive the core part
of the BPEL engine as a tuple centre handling the BPEL workflow of a given process instance, along with agents
executing basic activities. At instantiation time, a master agent is in charge of creating the tuple centre and populating
it with the necessary tuples and ReSpecT reaction specifications. Then, a number of worker agents take charge of
executing the BPEL basic activities—sending/receiving messages, updating variables, and so on. In particular, the
initialisation phase inserts in the tuple centre the tuples that represent a BPEL net with the proper token configuration,
as shown in the formal translation in Fig. 5. Such tuples are of the following five kinds:
Task — Each node of the net, either an activity or a tag, is described by a tuple:
task(TaskId,Kind,ActivationValue,Info)
where TaskId is the unique identifier of the task in the workflow engine; Kind is either activity or tag;
ActivationValue is the positive integer number representing the number of tasks that should complete for
this task to start; Info is a tuple reporting information on the specific task.
Initial Task and Final Task — The two following tuples are used to keep track of the initial and final node of the
graph:
initial task(TaskId)
final task(TaskId)
Link — Each arc of the net, either a firing or cancelling arc, is described by tuple:
link(Kind,SourceTaskId,TargetTaskId)
where SourceTaskId and TargetTaskId are the identifiers of the source and target tasks of the arc; Kind
is either fire or cancel.
Token —As developed in the formal model, the status of a workflow is expressed in terms of tokens, each described
by a tuple token/2 of the kind:
token(TaskId,Status)
where TaskId is the identifier of the task corresponding to this token; Status is either idle(i), meaning
task TaskId is not being executed and has received i triggers (i expressed in Peano notation 0, s(0),
s(s(0)), and so on), or executing, meaning task TaskId is being executed.
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Fig. 10. The shipping service graph and the corresponding ReSpecT tuples.
Workflow Status — The tuple below keeps track of the overall status of the workflow:
workflow(Status)
where Status can be either inactive (the workflow has still to be started), running (the workflow has been
started and its activities are being processed), terminated (the workflow has been successfully terminated),
and failed (an error occurred and the workflow is accordingly stopped).
As a reference example, Fig. 10 sketches the graph corresponding to the shipping service specification described
in Section 2.3, as well as the tuples describing the graph itself in the tuple centre.
Beyond setting the initial state of tuples, the initialisation phase must also take care of installing the ReSpecT
program that realises the engine’s behaviour. Fig. 11 reports the ReSpecT program that governs the workflow
execution. As described below, these reaction specification tuples represent a behaviour which is directly obtained
from the operational semantics of Fig. 7: therefore, BPN plays the role of a model filling the gap between the formal
model of BPEL and its implementation in the engine.
Initialisation and Starting — We suppose that initially the tuples representing the graph have been inserted in
the tuple centre, along with the initial token(Id,idle(0)) for each task, the proper initial task and
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// ST-START
reaction(out(start),(
rd_r(initial_task(TaskId)),
in_r(token(TaskId,idle(0))),
out_r(token(TaskId,idle(s(0)))),
in_r(workflow(inactive)),
out_r(workflow(running))
)).
// ST-TODO
reaction(out_r(token(TaskId,idle(Count))),(
rd_r(task(TaskId,_,Count,Info)),
in_r(token(TaskId,idle(Count))),
out_r(token(TaskId,executing)),
out_r(task_to_do(TaskId,Info))
)).
// ST-SKIP
reaction(out(task_failure(TaskId)),(
in_r(task_failure(TaskId)),
rd_r(task(TaskId,tag,_,_)),
in_r(token(TaskId,executing)),
out_r(token(TaskId,idle(0)))
)).
// ST-FAIL
reaction(out(task_failure(TaskId)),(
rd_r(task(TaskId,activity,_,_)),
in_r(token(TaskId,executing)),
out_r(token(TaskId,idle(0))),
in_r(workflow(running)),
out_r(workflow(failed))
)).
// ST-IGNORE-SUCCESS
reaction(out(task_success(TaskId)),(
in_r(task_success(TaskId)),
no_r(token(TaskId,executing))
)).
// ST-SUCCESS
reaction(out(task_success(TaskId)),(
in_r(task_success(TaskId)),
in_r(token(TaskId,executing)),
out_r(token(TaskId,cancelling))
)).
// ST-CANCEL
reaction(out_r(token(TaskId,cancelling)),(
in_r(token(TaskId,cancelling)),
in_r(link(cancel,Father,TaskId)),
in_r(link(cancel,Father,ToCancel)),
in_r(token(ToCancel,executing,_)),
out_r(checked(link(cancel,Father,ToCancel))),
out_r(link(cancel,Father,TaskId)),
out_r(token(ToCancel,idle(0))),
out_r(token(TaskId,cancelling))
)).
// ST-CANCEL-FIX
reaction(out_r(token(TaskId,cancelling)),(
in_r(token(TaskId,cancelling)),
in_r(link(cancel,Father,TaskId)),
no_r(link(cancel,Father,_)),
out_r(link(cancel,Father,TaskId)),
out_r(token(TaskId,triggering))
)).
// ST-TRIG
reaction(out_r(token(TaskId,triggering)),(
in_r(token(TaskId,triggering)),
in_r(link(AnyKind,TaskId,Target)),
in_r(token(Target,idle(Count))),
out_r(token(Target,idle(s(Count)))),
out_r(checked(link(AnyKind,TaskId,Target))),
out_r(token(Target,triggering))
)).
// ST-TRIG-FIX
reaction(out_r(token(TaskId,triggering)),(
in_r(token(TaskId,triggering)),
no_r(link(_,TaskId,_)),
out_r(token(TaskId,restoring))
)).
// ST-RESTORE
reaction(out_r(token(TaskId,restoring)),(
in_r(token(TaskId,restoring)),
in_r(checked(link(AnyKind,AnyTask,AnyTarget)),
out_r(link(AnyKind,AnyTask,AnyTarget)),
out_r(token(TaskId,restoring))
)).
// ST-RESTORE-FIX
reaction(out_r(token(TaskId,restoring)),(
in_r(token(TaskId,restoring)),
no_r(temp(link(_,_,_)),
out_r(token(TaskId,idle(0)))
)).
// ST-TERMINATE
reaction(out_r(token(TaskId,idle(0)),(
rd_r(final_task(TaskId)),
in_r(workflow(running)),
out_r(workflow(terminated))
)).
Fig. 11. Reactions for the main execution cycle of the engine.
final task tuples, and the status tuple workflow(inactive). The workflow is activated by the master,
which executes an out(start) operation. Due to the specification tuple [ST-START], this operation fires a
reaction which: (i) triggers the initial node, moving its status from idle(0) to idle(s(0)); and (ii) replaces
tuple workflow(inactive) with tuple workflow(running).
Execution of a task —Due to the specification tuple [ST-TODO], a reaction is triggered by step (i) above—namely,
by the operation out r(token(TaskId,idle(s(0))))—which is in charge of verifying whether the
triggering count has reached the activation level for this task. If this happens the reaction succeeds, it moves
the token’s state to executing and reifies tuple task to do in the tuple centre. Note that this reaction is
fired each time a task’s idle state changes. This behaviour basically corresponds to the rule [O-TODO] of the
operational semantics (Fig. 7), since its success causes worker agents to be able to get the task to do tuple
and start executing the task.
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Failure —As an agent consumes a task to do tuple, the corresponding task starts executing, eventually completing
either with a success or a failure. In case of a failure, a tuple task failure is inserted in the tuple centre:
this fires two further reactions, according to the specification tuples [ST-SKIP] and [ST-FAIL]. The former
succeeds if the task represents a tag, in which case (according to rule [O-SKIP] in the operational semantics)
the task’s token simply moves to the idle(0) state and the task failure tuple is removed. The latter,
instead, succeeds if the task represents an activity, in which case (according to the rule [O-FAIL] in the
operational semantics) the workflow stops with a failure, moving the token back to state idle(0) and
inserting tuple workflow(failed).
Success — In case of success, a tuple task success is inserted in the space by the worker: consequently,
specification tuples [ST-SUCCESS] and [ST-IGNORE-SUCCESS] trigger two further reactions. The former
handles the case that the task’s token is not in the executing state, as it happens if the task has been cancelled
in the meanwhile: in this case, tuple task success has just to be removed.
The latter instead handles the typical case where the task’s token is in the executing state. According to
the operational semantics, the engine should: (i) cancel the alternative tasks (rule [O-CANCEL]); (ii) trigger
the tasks linked to the current one (rule [O-TRIG]); and (iii) update the token state to idle. These three steps
are performed by a chain of reactions fired due to specification tuple [ST-SUCCESS].
Cancelling, Triggering, and Restoring —As a token’s state moves to cancelling, two further reactions are fired
due to specification tuples [ST-CANCEL] and [ST-CANCEL-FIX]. In order to realise iterative behaviours
such as a multi-set rewriting, we rely on a typical ReSpecT programming pattern (see for instance the
implementation of the in all primitive in [31]): two specification tuples are fired, where the former applies
a transformation and fires the two reactions again, and the latter checks for a termination condition—namely,
the fixpoint.
For the case of cancelling, the reaction to [ST-CANCEL]: (i) checks whether task TaskId is connected
to its father through a cancel arc; (ii) looks for any alternative task ToCancel; and (iii) moves its state
back to idle(0). Moreover, (i) the arc from Father to TaskId is removed and then inserted again to
avoid TaskId unifying with ToCancel, (ii) the arc from Father to ToCancel is temporarily annotated by
replacing it with tuple checked(arc(..)), and (iii) TaskId’s token is dropped and reinserted to recursively
fire the reaction. On the other hand, the reaction for [ST-CANCEL-FIX] checks whether there are no further
(unchecked) alternatives to cancel—in which case the task’s state is moved back to firing. Hence this
couple of specification tuples realises the (recursive) behaviour of operational rule [ST-CANCEL].
Following a similar pattern, specification tuples [ST-TRIG] and [ST-TRIG-FIX] realise operational rule
[O-TRIG], which is in charge of triggering all the tasks reached by the current one. In particular, specification
tuple [ST-TRIG] increments the trigger counter of a reached node and checks the corresponding link, while
[ST-TRIG-FIX] moves the token’s state to restoring.
Finally, specification tuples [ST-RESTORE] and [ST-RESTORE-FIX] iteratively uncheck all the checked
links, and move the token’s state back to idle(0). Note that in the case where this task is within a while
construct, it could possibly be triggered again at the next iteration.
Termination — Each time a task’s token is set to state idle(0), specification tuple [ST-TERMINATE] checks
whether this task is the final one, in which case the workflow state moves to terminated: by construction,
eventually all the tasks are now in the idle(0) state.
From the workers’ viewpoint, after the master inserts the start tuple, a number of task to do tuples appear in
the tuple centre: as agents consume them and post the corresponding task success tuples, new task to do appear,
etc. This behaviour proceeds until either a failure occurs, or the workflow state moves to terminated.
5. Orchestration engine architecture
In this section, we present the main architectural design of the BPEL orchestration engine, where the workflow
engine implementation discussed so far plays the role of the core part supporting the workflow of a single process
instance.
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Fig. 12. Architecture of the orchestration system. The BPman agent forwards messages to the proper business process instance in the workflow tier,
each one executed on top of a bp engine tuple centre and a set of worker agents.
The overall engine architecture accounts for three tiers, each responsible of a different aspect of the system (see
Fig. 12): the interaction tier, responsible for collecting the incoming requests from the Web Service that this BPEL
orchestration engine orchestrates; the correlation tier, interpreting messages and their correlation sets, and then routing
messages to the proper process instance; and the workflow tier, executing the specific workflow activities that concern
each process instance.
5.1. The interaction tier
In the interaction tier, a tuple centre called ws msg board is first used to collect all the incoming request messages,
encoded in tuples of the kind:
ws msg request(ID,PortType,OpName,OpBody,SOAPMsgHeader)
A bridge agent called WSRequestProcessor is used to receive SOAP messages and correspondingly insert tuples of
the above kind into the tuple centre as soon as they arrive. Moreover, the WSRequestProcessor agent is also used to
reply to previous requests. Such responses are represented as tuples of the kind:
ws msg result(ID,Response)
where ID is the request identifier as above, and Response contains the (XML-encoded) response to be returned to the
invoker. The WSRequestProcessor agent collects the ws msg result tuples as soon as they are inserted in the tuple
centre by the agents in the workflow tier, then prepares the SOAP message and sends it to the invoker.
5.2. The correlation tier
In the correlation tier, an agent called BPman is in charge of creating process instances, correlating incoming
messages to them, and accordingly performing message routing. In particular, a tuple centre called correlation map
is used by BPman to register information related to the created and currently-running process instances. This
information is encoded in tuples of the kind
bp instance(ID,Node,PropertyValues)
meaning that the business process instance univocally identified by ID is executing in node Node: PropertyValues
contains the list of values associated to all the properties in the correlation sets. Note that knowing Node is necessary,
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because the workflow engines could in principle be spread over a LAN, thus supporting a distributed implementation
of the BPEL engine. The BPman agent first retrieves ws msg request tuples from the ws msg board tuple centre.
Then, depending on their operation kinds, it accesses the property values as written in the message, and checks whether
an existing tuple bp instance in correlation map has equal values. Three cases are possible: (i) a process instance
exists for this message, in which case BPman routes the message to it (see next subsection); (ii) no process instance
exists and the createInstance attribute is set in BPEL specification request, in which case a new business process is
created in the workflow tier and the message is routed to it; (iii) no process instance exists and the createInstance
attribute is not set, in which case the message is discarded.
5.3. The workflow tier
The workflow tier is the part of the engine that carries on the workflow of each process instance. We describe first
the main architecture of the agent-based system which handles each different process instance, and then how messages
exchange is supported.
5.3.1. Workflow engines
In the workflow tier, each business process instance is executed on top of (i) a tuple centre called bp engine(ID),
where ID represents the business process instance identifier, and (ii) a pool of worker agents called BPWorkers,
sharing the tuple centre and executing the basic activities of the workflow. Both the tuple centre bp engine(ID) and
the BPWorker agents are located in the node specified in correlation map.
The tuple centre bp engine is used to encapsulate and execute the core coordination (workflow) of the
orchestration engine. Beside tuples representing the workflow status seen in Section 4.2, other tuples are used to
contain information about the data of the coordination activity—namely, to store the content of the variables of the
business process instance. Such tuples are of the kind
variable(Name,Type,Value)
where Type can be either messageType(T), meaning that the variable contains an entire WSDL-defined message,
or element(T), meaning that the variable simply refers to an XSD element construct, or type(T), for representing
XSD simple types, such as strings or integers.
BPWorkers are used to execute the basic BPEL activities (tasks), that span from simple variable assignments to
invocation of operations. Such activities represent the tasks that the workflow is supposed to (dynamically) schedule.
It is worth noting that our solution is completely orthogonal to the number of workers (just one, or a pool) allocated
per kind of BPEL activity: this decision could depend on several parameters, including, for instance, run-time load
balancing issues. Similarly to the example reported in the previous section, a task to be executed is represented by a
tuple of the kind:
task todo(TaskID,TaskDescription)
The occurrence of one such tuple in bp engine means that the task identified by TaskID and described by
TaskDescription is to be executed. A BPWorker takes charge of a task execution by retrieving (and removing) the
task to do tuple through operation in(task todo(TaskID,TaskDescription)). By specifying—even through
a template—the task description, a worker agent can select the specific kind of task it is interested in. The
agent then notifies the completion of the task by inserting either a tuple of the kind task success(TaskID) or
task failure(TaskID). It is worth noting that no other argument is needed to report further information concerning
the execution outcomes: in BPEL, this information is typically stored as a side-effect of task execution into variables,
updated by the agent in the tuple centre bp engine.
A particular master worker called BPMasterWorker is in charge of executing critical tasks about the whole
workflow, such as terminate, compensate, throw and so on.
5.3.2. Message handling
Among the basic BPEL activities, three types involve the interaction with external Web Services representing
partners of the business process: receive, used to receive an operation request from a partner; invoke, used to
invoke an operation on a partner; and reply, used to send the results of a request previously issued by a partner.
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A receive activity is represented by a tuple of the kind
receive(Name,PartnerLink,PortType,OpName,Var)
where Name is the name identifying the activity, PartnerLink identifies the partner from which the request must be
received, OpName is the name of the operation whose request must be received, PortType is the operation port type,
and Var is the name of the variable where the request must be stored. When the BPman agent receives a request for a
given process instance, it sends the message to its bp engine tuple centre. A worker agent in charge of a receive task
monitors the occurrences of such tuples, removes them as they arrive, creates (or updates) the tuple representing the
variable VarName with the content of the message body, and inserts a proper tuple task success.
An invoke activity is represented by a tuple of the kind:
invoke(Name,PartnerLink,PortType,OpName,InVar,OutVar)
where a worker agent in charge of an invoke task directly executes the request on the partner, using the content of the
input variable read from the tuple centre as input parameter, and waits for the response. When it arrives, the agent
stores the response content in the specified output variable tuple: correspondigly, a tuple task success is inserted in
the tuple centre.
Finally, a reply basic activity is represented by a tuple of the kind
reply(PartnerLink,PortType,OpName,Var)
where PartnerLink, PortType and OpName are the same elements specified in the receive activity, and Var is the
name of the variable holding the message that is returned to the partner service. A worker agent in charge of a reply
task composes the result to be returned to the client and inserts a tuple of the kind
ws msg result(ID,Response)
in the ws msg board tuple centre: this is then collected and processed by the WSRequestProcessor agent, as
described in Section 5.1.
5.3.3. Other aspects
The reactions presented in Fig. 11 manage the whole workflow of the process instance. However, the tuple centre
bp engine should also deal with other orthogonal aspects.
Variables — As described above, bp engine also keeps track of the current value of each variable and property of
the process instance, representing such information in tuples of the kind variable(Name,Type,Value).
When a worker agent is in charge of executing a task impacting on variables, it simply accesses/modifies
such tuples before posting a success or failure notification, without affecting the reactions that handle the
workflow in any way. For instance, if a worker takes charge of sending a message whose content is written in
variable v, it first gets the value of such variables from the tuple centre, then sends the message, and finally
inserts the task success tuple.
Scopes — As mentioned in Section 2, a BPEL activity can be divided into different scopes—namely, encapsulated
and independent sub-workflows. When a scope is to be executed (task scope), a new workflow graph has
to be activated which should run concurrently to the existing one. Tasks of kind scope are executed by the
master agent, which inserts an activation token for the new graph and monitors its termination and its faults.
Faults, Compensation, and Events — In general, a workflow (either the main one or a scope) can be interrupted
due to: (i) a fault, explicitly thrown by activity throw or due to an error while executing a task; (ii) a
compensation, started by activity compensate; or (iii) an event, a time-out or a special message specified in
the WSDL. The occurrence of any of these situations causes the insertion of a particular tuple in the tuple
centre, e.g. a task to do for a compensate or throw, or a task failure when a task fails. As for scopes,
the master worker reads these tuples and accordingly reacts by first deactivating the current workflow and
all its scopes, and then starting a new workflow corresponding to the handler of the fault, compensation, or
event.
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6. Conclusions and future work
Designing and developing orchestration engines is a hard task because of the complexity of managing interaction
and concurrency in a general way. ReSpecT tuple centres allow such complexity to be faced at an adequate
abstraction level, by providing constructs and mechanisms explicitly designed for manipulating interactions and
shaping coordination flows.
In particular, on the one side, the data-orientation of the model turned out to be fundamental for enhancing the
uncoupling between workflows, data representation, and message exchange; on the other, the programmability of tuple
centres and the computing power of ReSpecT proved to be key features for defining general-purpose engines which
are powerful enough to encode and execute full-fledged BPEL specifications. In addition, this approach helps to fill the
gap between a formal model of (a core part of) BPEL and its implementation, since a tuple centre can be programmed
so as to act as a workflow engine by simply translating BPN semantics into a suitable ReSpecT program. It is also
worth noting that our translations from BPEL to BPN and from BPN to ReSpecT are not developed formally, and
therefore do not strictly guarantee the preservation of semantics. However, BPN was specifically designed to provide
an intermediate step between specification and implementation: hence, it not only simplifies the development of a
well-engineered orchestration engine, but also paves the way towards a formal verification of conformance—which is
indeed an interesting future work.
Although our current prototype fully handles many BPEL features, some semantic issues are still to be addressed.
For instance, as remarked in several papers [32,6,33], the interplay between compensation, events, and faults can be
quite tricky. This aspect is currently not fully formalised, as even the official BPEL specification does not provide a
clear description [2]: indeed, the very issue of building a fully compliant BPEL engine is not easy to face. Yet, in our
design the interplay aspect is encapsulated in the BPMasterWorker agent, which makes it possible to provide for (in
principle) a wide set of scenarios—whose completeness, however, is still to be fully evaluated. On the other hand, we
believe that our design achieves a clear decoupling between the behaviour of standard activities and other aspects such
as events, faults and compensation, thus promoting the reuse of research results focussing e.g. on events, such as [32].
Indeed, formal specifications of these aspects could be integrated in our engine by modifying the implementation of
the BPMasterWorker agent accordingly.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the current BPEL implementations has been developed using a formally-
grounded approach similar to ours. However, our next plans include a full comparison with existing BPEL engines,
along with the implementation of a full prototype and its testing in some classical BPEL application scenarios.
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